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O. Social Media Content Guidelines 

Designed for Instagram and Facebook official posts 
 
Initial Release Captions 
Brief Caption: 
Have you seen these stations on Venus Bay beaches? 👀 
 
Find these stations at Venus Bay Beaches 1-5 🏖 Each station has an emergency call button, 
rescue equipment, and how-to guides to help out in an emergency.🆘 
 
Check out our landing page (link in our bio) to learn more about these stations! 
 
Longer Caption: 
Have you seen these stations on Venus Bay beaches? 👀 
 
Find these stations at Venus Bay Beaches 1-5 🏖For the first time in Victoria, public rescue 
equipment stations equipped with two-way emergency communication technology and a 
flotation device known as a rescue tube have been implemented at Venus Bay. They’re 
working hard to make these beaches safer! Six stations have been implemented along Venus 
Bay Beaches 1-5. One station at each beach entrance and one station between beaches 4 
and 5. 
This project became a reality through the Gippsland Blackspot project in collaboration with 
LSV. 
 
For more information check out @venusbayslsc! 
Also, check out the link in our bio to learn more about these stations and how to utilize them 
safely! 
 
Suggested Visuals For Post: 

- Organic images: beach, lifeguard, no text or branding 
- Specific ideas: 

- PRE stations installed 
- Dog holding rescue tube sitting in front of PRE station  
- A slide show with the PRE station as the front then the following photo is a 

close-up of the call button, then the third photo is a close-up of the signage. 
 
Suggested Reels 

- Brief clip of PRE station with wind blowing in the background  
- Clip of PRE station where video begins with a full shot of the PRE then the filmer 

moves in closer to get a close up frame of the signage and button 
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P. Campaign Materials Rationale outline 
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Campaign Materials Rationale 
Concept (Insert image of final concept) Rationale 

DL Flyer (all) 

 

Medium Type: Pamphlet 
Key Message: PRE awareness, what is it, how to 
use it, general safety tips, and patrol information 
Intended Audience:  Beach-going 
families/Vacation Renters (20-60), Retired 
Residents (60+) 
Intended Behavioral Stage: Precontemplation, 
Contemplation, Preparation 
Other Notes:  
Main handout material for our campaign so can be 
applied to many scenarios 
 
The following is the rationale/additional work 
needed/notes for each panel in order from front, 
back, then panels 1, 2, 3, 4 

DL Flyer - Front Page 

 

Image: Cover image should be an eye-grabbing, 
aesthetic photo - should be aesthetic picture of 
PRE station that draws attention. Photo should be 
of PRE station once its installed 
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DL Flyer - Back Page 

 

Image: Map of PRE stations on Venus Bay, should 
be edited to be more aesthetically uniform and 
more identifiable landmarks. Current image is 
placeholder to show intent. 
 
Acknowledgements: SLSA link looks off, but it 
doesn’t work if you type it into the browser with the 
www in front of it. Current 
collaborators/contributors listed here 
 
Want to learn more about this project?: Contact 
information needs to be updated depending on 
number people should call, landing page final URL, 
and Instagram/Facebook handle in which PRE 
related information is posted to (most likely the 
LSV one) 
 

DL Flyer - Panel 1 

 

Title: Short but should communicate that this 
section is about the current gap in safety at Venus 
Bay 
 
Writing: Should emphasize that there is a gap in 
safety at Venus Bay, specifically because of 
hazardous conditions and how unfeasible it is for 
the patrol to cover the span of the beach at all 
hours. Can potentially make the wording more 
concise to make room for larger image 
 
Image: We wanted to have a photo of Venus Bay 
beaches here, specifically one where the 
conditions are visibly rougher. Ideally, a riptide 
would also be visible in the photo as well. The 
current photo is suitable but is not finalized 
 
Photo source: 
https://www.domain.com.au/news/venus-bay-the-
little-bit-daggy-but-affordable-coastal-town-
1159538/  
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DL Flyer - Panel 2 

 

Image: Aesthetic photo of PRE on beach - full unit 
with less close up on signage, but should be close 
enough to see the rescue tube and call button 
clearly. New photo should replace this one one the 
units are in - currently a placeholder 
 
Text Box: Red box around text is to make it stand 
out from the other content to avoid monotony in 
the branding while drawing attention to this point 
which is the core of what we want our audience to 
know/what will pique their interest - what is PRE? 
Red is also one of the colors of the patrol 
 
Writing Content: Content was kept concise to 
avoid confusion and maintain audience attention. 
Includes brief definition of PRE, number of stations 
and location, and finally list of primary equipment 
included with the stations 

DL Flyer - Panel 3 

 

Image: Current image is placeholder and should be 
replaced by LSV once signage has been fully 
approved for media release. Instructions and 
accompanying icons on flyer should match those 
on signage to re-emphasize the correlation. Insert 
additional warnings into instructions about not 
attempting a rescue unless advised to or trained to 
do so 
 
Writing: Bottom text are just additional safety 
messages to accompany instructions. Completely 
option, especially if added throughout the 
instructions rather than at the bottom 
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DL Flyer - Panel 4 

 

Safety Tips: Content lists out general water safety 
tips that LSV wants to communicate to the public. 
The order in which the safety tips are written are 
placed in order of most to least important, though 
granted all of these messages are important. We 
also took into account the amount of people a 
message would apply to, specifically putting the 
message that would apply to the most of our 
audience first 
 
Image: Currently a placeholder image, but should 
be replaced with images of the VBSLSC patrol on 
patrol during the summer season, specifically 
pictured between the flags to emphasize the 
information below 
 
Don’t risk your safety: Section highlighting 
information regarding the patrol, specifically 
emphasizing the message “always swim between 
the flags.” Should include up-to-date information 
about the patrol times (specifically the years) and 
information should be updated yearly. Also directs 
readers onto the beachsafe app for updated 
information regarding patrols 

3-Point Poster 

 

Medium Type: Poster (A4) 
Key Message:  How-to, don’t need to go in 
Intended Audience: Risk-averse, visitors   
Intended Behavioral Stage: precontemplation, 
contemplation, preparation 
Other Notes:  
 
Addresses multiple personas and behavioral 
stages: 
 
“Public rescue equipment now at Venus Bay 
Beaches 1-5” 
 
Behavioral Stage 

- Precontemplation: notifies audience of 
equipment  

 
Personas 
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- All except pipi hunters until we get a 
translation 

 
“Identify your nearest PRE station..” 
 
Behavioral stage 

 
- Contemplation/preparation stage: the call 

to action  gives instructions on how to 
safely utilize the equipment  
 

Personas 
- Retired residents (John): does not ask 

audience to go in the water or use the tube 
- Beach-going families (Sarah and Mark): 

does not ask audience to go in the water or 
use the tube 

 
“Use the emergency call button…” 
Behavioral stage 

- Contemplation/preparation stage: the call 
to action  and additional  text gives 
information supporting why to use the call 
button 
 

Personas 
- Retired residents (John): does not ask 

audience to go in the water or use the tube, 
explains how and why to use call button 

- Beach-going families (Sarah and Mark): 
does not ask audience to go in the water or 
use the tube, explains how and why to use 
the call button  

- Young adventurers (Alex): emphasizes to 
first press the button so they don’t just run 
in  

 
“Don’t put yourself at risk…” 
 
Behavioral stage 

- Contemplation/preparation stage: the call 
to action  gives instructions on how to 
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remain safe while using the station 
 

Personas 
- Retired residents (John): does not ask 

audience to go in the water or use the tube, 
remain safe and what happens when 
pressing the button 

- Beach-going families (Sarah and Mark): 
does not ask audience to go in the water or 
use the tube, remain safe and what 
happens when pressing the button 

- Young adventurers (Alex): emphasizes to 
not put yourself at risk and to talk the 
operator who can then aid in determining if 
they are a competent enough swimmer to 
perform a rescue 

 
Visuals: Icons accompanying each statement  
 
Behavioral Stage 

- Good for both the contemplation and 
preparation stages because it aids in the 
instructions 

 
Personas 

- Good for all personas by adding context 
and making it more visually appealing 
especially pipi hunters if a translation is not 
available  

 
Branding 

- Finger pressing button and warning sign 
match signage on the station. The overlap 
can be helpful for all audiences. 

 
Visuals: Wave and logos 
 
Branding 

- The wave and logos will be helpful for 
uniform branding across the materials and 
showing audiences the connection. 
Repeated exposure to similar looking 
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branding will help it stick in their minds. 
 

Button Poster 

 

Medium Type: Poster (A4) 
Key Message: press the button 
Intended Personas: All of them 
Intended Behavioral Stages: precontemplation 
contemplation, preparation  
Other Notes: I feel like this can be multiple 
audiences because it addresses the risk-averse 
older community by telling them to press the 
button but also the young adventurers by telling 
them not to go in without pressing the button 
 
Addresses multiple personas and behavioral 
stages: 
 
“Swimmer in distress? Push the red button” 
 
Behavioral stage 

- Precontemplation stage: grabs the reader’s 
attention and draws them in to read further 
about the PRE therefore becoming aware 
of it. 

- Contemplation stage: call to action gives 
audience brief instruction on how/when to 
use the equipment 

 
Personas 

- Retired residents (John): does not ask 
audience to go in the water or use the tube, 
simply that they just press the red button 

- Beach-going families (Sarah and Mark): 
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does not ask audience to go in the water or 
use the tube, simply that they just press the 
red button 

- Young adventurers (Alex): emphasizes the 
importance of pressing the red button as 
opposed to just grabbing the tube and 
running in  

 
“Public rescue equipment now at Venus Bay 
Beaches” 
 
Behavioral stage 

- Precontemplation stage: makes audience 
aware of PRE pilot  

 
Visuals: Green Drowning Square 
 
Behavioral Stage 

- Good for both the precontemplation and 
contemplation stages because it helps to 
demonstrate that the equipment is used in 
drowning incidents. 

 
Personas 

- Visual aid of what it looks like when a 
person might need you to use the 
equipment is beneficial for all personas 
specifically the pipi hunter persona who 
may need more visual aids to better 
understand the signs (if the translation is 
not available) 

 
Branding 

- Matches signage on the station. The 
overlap can be helpful for all audiences. 

 
Visuals: Button/PRE station 
 
Behavioral Stage 

- Good for both precontemplation and 
contemplation in showing what the 
equipment looks like  
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Personas 

- This visual will aid in showing what to look 
for in case of an emergency (especially 
when the animated mock up is replaced 
with a photo of the actual station). This will 
be helpful for all the personas especially 
the pipi hunter persona who may need 
more visual aids to better understand the 
signs (if the translation is not available) 

 
Visuals: Wave and logos 
 
Branding 

- The wave and logos will be helpful for 
uniform branding across the materials and 
showing audiences the connection. 
Repeated exposure to similar looking 
branding will help it stick in their minds. 
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Q. Dissemination Plan Gantt Chart 
Link to spreadsheet: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hUj5f2h0vHZ8-
dquUWtueRKFUipyQuWS7_auYdhgqE0/edit?usp=sharing  
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R. Changes made to “PUSH THE BUTTON” poster 
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S. Changes made to 3-Point poster 
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T. Changes made to DL Flyer 

 


